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 The principal objective of our study is to emphasize the strategies for the 

walking robot mathematical model to traverse an uneven terrain, respecting 

the hypothesis of environment model defined by us. The multiple aspects on 

axiomatic systems, with possible application to environment’s mathematical 

model axiomatization, open an interesting new way of research and is exposed 

in the first part of the paper. Our study on the walking robot begins with 

formulation of improved mathematical model for physical identification 

derived from geometrical identification of critical position in particular case of 

waking robot leg. The physical identification of the critical position is 

analyzed in the paper on our concrete case of walking robot leg mathematical 

model. The specialized algorithm performed by us is used for verification of 

the theory. The new directions of research, opened by our analyses in this 

area, are described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The walking robot models are assumed to respect the mathematical modeling of the environment where each 

robot evolution is performed. The first part of the exposure is dedicated to axiomatic environment model. The 

mathematical describing of the environment is realized through the kinematics or dynamic system models in 

the general case when system depends on parameters. The system models are defined using relevant 

parameters as physical parameters, geometrical parameters, possible chemical, biological, economical, etc, as 

shown in Migdalovici et al.(2015), Vladareanu et al.(2009), Vladareanu et al.(2013),Vladareanu et al.(2015), 

Pop et al.(2014), Dinca et al.(2004), Migdalovici et al.(2010), Hirsch et al.(2004), Guckenheimer and Holmes 

(1984), Halanay and Rasvan (1993), Voinea and Stroe (2000), Hayashi (1964), Feng ( 2016), Staretu (2015) 

and Wang (2015).  

The important property observed by us on the dynamic system models that approach the phenomenon from 

the reality is property of separation between stable and unstable regions from the free parameters domain of 
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the system. This property is assumed as one characteristic of environment’s mathematical model. 

Mathematical hypothesis on the kinematics or dynamic system matrix components, in the linear case, that 

assure separation between existence and inexistence regions from the free parameters domain in kinematics 

case or between stable and unstable regions from the free parameters domain in the dynamic case are 

discussed.   

Our walking robot leg kinematics model and corresponding dynamic model with application on selected case 

of walking robot leg, respecting environment model, are detailed in the second part of the exposure.  

Possible critical positions of the walking robot in its evolution are identified using an inverse method 

proposed by us. The link between dynamic model and corresponding kinematics model as limit case of 

dynamic model of walking robot is commented. Aspect referred to problem studied using kinematics model 

that can be studied and in the analog dynamic model having a similar solution, is also analyzed.     

Many researches associated with our studies on axiomatic environment’s model are produced. The book of 

Judea Pearl (2009) on Causality, using axiomatic characterization of one model, may be of environment 

model, is firstly mentioned. Another book entitled “The Incomplete Universe: Totality, Knowledge, and 

Truth” by Patrick Grim (1991) is also in area of interest referred to our research. 

 

2. ON DEFINITION OF ENVIRONMENT’S MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The mathematical property identified by us on all dynamic systems that approximate phenomena from the 

reality, in general case of systems that depend on parameters, is property of separation between stable and 

unstable regions from the free parameters domain of the system.  

We remark, for the first in literature, mathematical conditions on the functions that define the linear or 

nonlinear dynamic system, which assure the separation between stable and unstable regions in the free 

parameters domain of the system. 

The real matrix that intervenes in definition of the linear dynamic system or in definition of linear “first 

approximation” of the nonlinear dynamic system in general case of system that depends on parameters, is 

denoted by  A  and assumed as matrix from  ,  n nR n N  . Below we discuss on  QR  algorithm for Hessenberg 

form of the real matrix  A . 

The matrix  n nA R   is assumed with real elements  ,ija  1,..., ;i n  1,...,j n ., and in Hessenberg form such 

that its elements  0ija   for  2 ,  1i n j i     and also is firstly assumed with distinct eigenvalues, real or 

complex. Any real matrix  A  can be associated with a similar matrix in Hessenberg form, and substituted by it 

for stability analysis, because they have the same eigenvalues, essential condition for stability identical 

comportment.  

The  QR  algorithm is applied on the matrix  A  in Hessenberg form and for each complex eigenvalues  i  , 

if there exists, appear corresponding real matrix of two order
    

 
  

  
 
  

  on the diagonal of the real final 

equivalent Schur form of the matrix  A  and for each distinct real eigenvalue appear also on the diagonal of the 

Schur form of the matrix  A . Some aspects on Schur form of the matrix  A  are related by Francis (1962), 

Wilkinson (1965) and Parlet (1968). The  QR algorithm referred to convergence of matrix  A  to Schur form of 

the matrix, for real matrix  A  in Hessenberg form, is studied by Wilkinson (1965) and Parlet (1968). 

The matrix of the form   A I , deduced from matrix  A  in Hessenberg form, having real or complex 

value   , is also in Hessenberg form and is denoted “shift of origin” for the matrix  A . The “shift of origin” 

method assures transposition of real matrix in complex domain through suitable complex value    that 

contributes to simplify stability analysis of the dynamic system defined by one matrix.  

The  QR  algorithm by shift of origin for the matrix  A  is related by Parlet (1968) through relations: 

1

 ( ) ,   

,  1,2,...

s s s s

T T
s s s s s s s

Q A k I R

A R Q k I Q A Q s

 

   
 (1) 

The initial matrix  A  of the system is denoted in the  QR  algorithm by 1 A  and assumed in Hessenberg form, 
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 sQ  is orthogonal matrix,  ,  2sA s   is in Hessenberg form,  sk  is “shift of origin”, and matrix  sR  is in upper 

triangular form. The matrices 1 ,  ,s sA A   1,2,...s  are similar. The shift of origin, having initial value    

sufficient close to selected matrix eigenvalue, real or complex, assures acceleration of the  QR  algorithm 

convergence to the similar diagonal form of the matrix. This is an important motivation to use  QR algorithm 

by shift of origin. 

The above analysis is performed in hypothesis that eigenvalues of real matrix are different values. For analysis 

in the case of real matrix multiple eigenvalues, we call the results from matrix theory mentioned by Hirsch et 

al. (2004), which verified on the linear normed space  ( )nL R  of matrices that the set of matrices with distinct 

eigenvalues from the space  ( )nL R  is an open and dense set in space  ( )nL R .  

The above property assures the possibility to identify some qualities, which arise from stability analysis on 

linear dynamic system defined by real matrices with distinct eigenvalues to close dynamic system defined by 

matrix with multiple eigenvalues. In the following we describe our conditions on functions that define the 

autonomous linear dynamic system or nonlinear dynamic system “first approximation” that assure the 

separation of stable and unstable regions in parameters domain. Our result is formulated as: 

Theorem on separation: If autonomous linear dynamic system defined by matrix  A , has continuous on 

piecewise components of the matrix as functions of dynamic system free parameters and is assured that 

eigenvalue functions of the matrix  A  are also continuous on piecewise then these conditions permit 

separation between stable and unstable regions of the dynamic system in parameters domain. Such property 

permits a mathematical characterization of the environment and is proposed by us as an axiom of environment 

mathematical model.  

The book of Patrick Grim (1991) on Incomplete Universe, calling Gödel results on incompleteness 

phenomena referred to formal systems, is mentioned and suggests possible new ways of researches. 

Remark: The property of separation in the domain of free parameters is referred on existence and inexistence 

regions of parameters, in case of kinematics model studied in general case of system that depends on 

parameters. Such case is analyzed through our application on walking robot leg model, which respects 

environment model. 

 

3. ANALYSIS ON PARTICULAR CASE OF ENVIRONMENT’S SYSTEM 

Our particular model of walking robot leg, firstly analyzed in kinematics case, having physical model of robot 

leg (figure. 1) described by a “pivot point” c O  (assumed fixed in this analysis) jointed to robot body and by 

two bars c O P  and  PQ  jointed also in point  P  (see as example Migdalovici et al.(2015)).  

The point  P  named “knee joint” of leg and point  Q  named “base point” of leg, together displaced in same 

vertical plane, related in figure 1. The case analyzed below on fixed pivot point is developed assuming 

point  P  that traverses a circle arc route with centre c O
 
and assuming that base point  Q  traverses a close 

route précised below. 
The route of point  Q  

is compounded from the superior ellipse arc B A Q Q  having the ellipse centre E O  
and 

the semiaxes  ,  a b , and from closure of the point  Q  route in cycled evolution identified by horizontal 

segment A B Q Q  traversed by the base point  Q .  

The points 
1 A BP ,  P ,  P,  P  are knee joint positions in leg cyclic evolution, points 

1 A BQ , Q , Q, Q  are base point 

positions in leg cyclic evolution, and points 
* * * *

A B A BP , P , Q , Q  are critical positions. The parameters assumed in 

our model and the orthogonal system of coordinates also assumed in the model are clarified from the 

coordinates values on the figure points: c E 1 O ( , ), O ( , ),a h a b  P( , ),P Px y  Q( , ),Q Qx y
 AQ ( ,0),Ax  BQ ( ,0)Bx .  

The parameters values are selected in following analysis such that physical model from figure 1 is possible.   
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The points * AP  and * BP  from figure signify extremities of the domain on circle arc where knee joint P  is 

displaced without changing direction of displacement, such extremities points being geometrical identified by 

normality of segments * * A AP Q  and * * B BP Q  on ellipse arc. 

 

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

               

     

 

Figure 1: Physical model of the walking robot leg 

The positions * AP  and * BP  of knee joint, described by us on particular case of figure 1, are named “critical 

points” in leg evolution. In other cases of robot leg with fixed pivot point, defined by the values of the 

geometrical parameters or in cases where pivot point is moved in walking robot evolution, is important to 

search as in case described here, possible existence of knee joint critical positions where direction of 

displacement is changed and where speed of knee joint must be zero for natural continuous evolution.  

In real cases of walking robot is necessary to respect existence of critical positions because in these positions 

the speed of knee joint is of zero value imposed by changing of the displacement direction for the knee joint 

and ignorance of this aspect will block real evolution of the walking robot. The mathematical model that 

corresponds to physical model, selected by particular case represented in figure 1, is initialized calling the 

equations: 

2 1/ 2 2 1/ 2

P P P Q Q Q 1

2 2 2

Q 0 P Q P Q

(2  )  ;   ( / ) (2 )  ; 

( )  2 /3;  ( ) ( ) 0 ;

y h a x x y b a ax x b

x t v t a x x y y a

     

       
 (2) 

The above equations are fulfilled by the coordinates of knee joint P  and of base point  Q . The parameters’ 

values of the model from figure 1 must respect the conditions 1 0;  2a b b a h    , where a  and  b  are 

ellipse’s semiaxes.  The variable  x , in our mathematical model, is selected to have linear evolution 

between  0 and  2a , excepting a neighbourhood around each critical point, if it exists, in our case of fixed 

pivot point of the leg, assuming proper values for constant speed 0 v  and initial condition 0 x , as below: 

0 0( )  x t v t x      (3) 

One cycle on the robot leg evolution is assumed, according to our physical leg model, that starts from the 
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position of base point
B Q , traversing the superior ellipse arc up to the point A Q , using the evolution law (3), 

and returns by linear uniform displacement on horizontal axle, in the point
B Q , excepting a neighbourhood 

around each position *

A Q , *

B Q , where an admissible evolution is selected.  

The time parameter, for  ( )Qx t  decreasing convergent to * QAx  and the equation  d( ( )) d 0Py t t   fulfilled, 

taking into account admissible value for parameter 0 v , is of our interest because this equation defines critical 

position, if it exists, of base point  Q  and knee joint  P .  Another equation that helps us to identify the critical 

time corresponding to critical position is deduced by derivation of the last equation from relations (2) as 

function on time. The mathematical formulas that help us to perform the algorithm to identify the critical time 

are specified below.    

2 1/ 2

P P P P P

P P P P P P P

P P P P P P

P

val( ( )) = 2  ( ) ( ( )) ;  ( ) val( ( )) ;

d( ( )) d (d( ) d )(d ( ) d ) (( ( )) ( ( ) )) (d ( ) d );

valy( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ) );  d( ( )) d valy( ( ))(d ( ) d );

d( ( )) d valy(

x t a x t x t y t h x t

y t t y x x t t a x t y t h x t t

x t a x t y t h y t t x t x t t

y t t x

  

   

   

 P P

P Q P Q P P P

( ))(d ( ) d )

( ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))valy( ( )))(d ( ) d )) ( ( ), )

t x t t

x t x t y t y t x t x t t f x t t   

       (4) 

The function P ( ( ), )f x t t  from (4) is a known function of  t  and P ( )x t . The equation P d( ( )) dy t t   

P Pvaly( ( ))(d ( ) d )x t x t t  from (4) helps us to define the critical time, if it exists. This way of leg critical 

position identification is distinct of our geometrical identification initially described and this last method is 

named by us as “physical identification” of critical position. The algorithm for physical identification of 

critical time in our particular model consists in solving of equation in time  ( ( ),  ) 0Pf x t t   deduced from (4) 

by specification of compatible selected free parameters.  The method applied in this particular case can inspire 

us to extend identification of possible critical positions for more complicated models.  

The domain of existence, in these formulated cases of kinematics analysis, coincides with the domain of 

stability for the walking robot leg model having negligible mass such that we remark that can intuitively 

affirm existence of a separation between stable and unstable regions in the free parameters domain of the 

robot leg dynamic model assuming uniform distributed mass on the leg components.  

The complex problems that appear in the robotics area and not only, which we are interested in our study on 

walking robots, are also described in the book of Stuart J. Russell and Peter Norvig (2016) on artificial 

intelligence as modern approach. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The environment mathematical characterization is opened by firstly proposed axiom verified on all dynamical 

systems from the literature. The next objective of our research on walking robot critical position is to perform 

an algorithm for physical identification of critical position on trajectory done and to apply the virtual result on 

real case.  The environment’s mathematical axiomatization and walking robot critical positions are not 

exhausted by our study but an interesting way of research is initialized.  The classical law that “one system of 

axioms sufficient expressive is incomplete” represent for our research about environment’s model 

axiomatization an inspiration argument for further directions of study. 
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